
Walsall Operatic Society AGM 

It has been another challenging year financially and once again new see a drop in the societies 

reserves from £36,311 to £30,878 

Starting first of all with Godspell – the decision to do a small show rather than our usual concert. 

Historically, the concerts have always helped to fund then the larger show and over the years have 

been used as a balancing figure. Disney in 2017 started to see that downward trend with only a 

nominal profit of £992 being made. 

Godspell was supposed to be a cheap low budget show designed to keep members engaged but still 

make some money. With a budget set at £11K to break even ( which we ended up being under ), 

simply we just didn’t sell enough tickets. The result was a loss of £2,575. This was actually a good 

result in the end as 2 weeks before the show the loss looked closer to £5K 

Moving then to Sweeney Todd – for the second time. This was a decision taken on the back of the 

forced move of theatre to the Wolverhampton Grand following the issues with the Garrick. 

We were going in a bit blind to be honest with budgets being driven by the theatre not by us and not 

really any ideas how well it would sell again. 

In the end ticket sales came in £4k under budget and costs overran just because of the uncertain 

factors. A loss of £5,893 was not great but in the big scheme of things was not a disaster either. ( 

especially when you compare it to the £15K loss the year before on Betty Blue Eyes ) 

The big difference when you look at the figures. The theatre is twice the cost of the Garrick at £26K 

all in. Orchestra was £10K as it’s a large pit for this show and we are having to pay full musician 

union rates now. Royalties were obviously up as well, but that is proportionate to the tickets sales. 

The general fund does provide an element of a balancing figure. Subs at £3,445 were up for the year 

on the back of increased membership. Social contributions of £500 were excellent and a first for 

some years. Betty made us £200 from on hire and we have a number of other bookings for her in the 

future. 

All in all we made a surplus of £3,035 on the general fund 

Going into next year, the concert is doing extremely well and looks set to make us a profit again for 

the first time in some years. With a big show in Hello Dolly for June 2020 we need to ensure a tight 

budget but also a massive push on ticket sales to get us where we need to be. With a budget again in 

excess of £60K – we need to push on. 

 
















